We have performed Monte Carlo calculations for two-dimensional freely jointed polymers with no excluded volume in equilibrium with a quenched random lattice of obstacles. In addition to the obstacle density, there are two microscopic parameters in the problem: the obstacle side length a and the polymer step length 1. Our Monte Carlo calculations extend to N = 50 000 monomer polymer units. The calculations begin to exhibit standard Flory-Lifshitz scaling only at extremely large values of N. For example, when ZZ a, nonuniversal behavior is found for N < 104. For some choices of parameters, this behavior includes a nonmonotonic mean-square end-to-end length R ' as a function of N. These calculations are made feasible by exploiting an equivalence between annealed and quenched disorder valid when the polymer may equilibrate to the quenched material.
I. INTRODUCTION
We examine by Monte Carlo simulation a recently studied' model of a polymer in disordered media, the two-dimensional analog of one put forth by Baumgiirtner and Muthukumar.2 The model consists of a freely joined polymer without excluded volume interactions in equilibrium with a quenched site-percolation3 disorder on a grid. The equivalent problem of random walks in a field of random traps has been extensively studied for the model on a lattice.4 Nonetheless, simulation'*2*5 and analytica16B7 studies reveal some confusion on how to treat the quenched as opposed to annealed nature of the disorder. As a result, several different scaling exponents 'B**~~ for the size of the polymer as a function of molecular weight have been proposed, not always in agreement with scaling." As pointed out by previous authors 8*9*"*'2 in the limit of infinite volume and time, the quenthed and annealed averages for a polymer having finiteranged interactions with a disordered medium are equivalent. Whether "infinite" time is physically realizable can be an issue, but close examination of several previous simulations'*4 reveals them to be essentially static sampling algorithms for annealed disorder. These simulations include the recently proposed ROLL algorithm' by Honeycutt and Thirumalai specifically constructed for quenched disorder. In this paper we present a simulation that convincingly exhibits scaling behavior, made possible by the advantages of dynamic sampling of the polymer in an equivalent annealed disorder.
Explicit simulations of quenched disorder can be costly because of the necessity to generate and ergodically sample many realizations of the disorder. However, because of the equivalence between quenched and annealed averages for the system under consideration (i.e., a polymer free to wander in an infinite volume), it is possible to average over the disorder first to produce an influence functional for the polymer, as we might for an annealed system. The resulting simplified calculations are therefore effectively that of a selfinteracting polymer, allowing significant computational acceleration. The studies of random walks4 have also used influence functionals, but because they employ static sampling, their results suffer sample attrition as the walks grow longer. With dynamical sampling, it becomes possible to investigate polymers of up to 50 000 monomer units, as compared, for example, to the few hundred monomer unit polymers examined before us with static sampling and/or quenched algorithms. As a result, we are able to observe and characterize the transition to the scaling regime, including an anomalous inverted behavior of end-to-end distance as a function of molecular weight, and are able to comment on the geometries of the cavities important in trapping the polymer. We show that polymers consisting of a few hundred units exhibit nonuniversal behavior from which large polymer scaling cannot be extrapolated.
An outline of the paper is as follows: we present some preparatory discussion on the issue of quenched and annealed averages in the next section, before proceeding in Sec. III to a description of the model and methods. Results are presented in Sec. IV, followed by a discussion within the context of the Flory-Lifshitz type theory in Sec. V. We then conclude in Sec. VI.
II. QUENCHED AND ANNEALED AVERAGES
In general, the behavior of systems with quenched and annealed disorders is quite different.13 However, if we are interested in the properties of a single polymer (or particle) in equilibrium in a disordered medium, the distinctions between the two cases can be negligible. As noted by Cates and Ball,' this has been a point of confusion in the literature. Since our subsequent analysis rests upon the equivalence of quenched and annealed averages, we sketch here its justification for the example of a polymer in equilibrium with a medium consisting of a sea of obstacles.
In an annealed medium, the obstacles are in equilibrium with the polymer, and the probability distribution of the obstacles will follow the Boltzmann distribution of the system whereas, in a quenched medium, the probability distribution of the obstacles is determined by the property of the medium only, and is not affected by the presence of the polymer. For any quantity G of the polymer, for example, the radius of gyration, the annealed average of the quantity can be written as 
2) % where %' is a configuration of the medium, the sum is over all possible medium configurations, (G ] % ) is the thermodynamica1 average of G for a given medium configuration % , and PA [ Ce ] and Pa [ % ] are the probability distributions for the annealed and quenched configurations, respectively. In an annealed medium, the probability distribution is, in principle, influenced by the presence of the polymer and can be written as is a positive numerical factor that depends on both the dimensionality of the system and the strength of the polymermedium interaction, and the exponent a is positive as well. Machta had arrived at a similar conclusion for self avoiding walks.14 Moreover, for infinite excluded volume interactions, a polymer will be confined to one of the disjoint partitions of the free regions in the medium. This nonergodicity grows increasingly important as we approach the percolation threshold." Thus, for long polymers, or for strong, dense disorder, it may not be possible to achieve equilibrium in any reasonable (or experimental) time scale, and the distinctions between quenched and annealed averages in nonequilibrium situations will become important. ',%, ] is the energy of the polymer in conformation CeP and is given by the sum of the interaction energy between the polymer and the obstacles, plus all the monomer-monomer interactions.
An adequate analysis of a polymer in quenched media under realistic conditions may then require consideration of the history and dynamics of the system in order to determine the appropriate effective distribution Pa [ 55' ] that a polymer experiences under given experimental conditions. The conventional "kink-jump" dynamicsI used by Baumgartner and Muthukumar in their Monte Carlo simulations might thus capture the effects of quenched disorder for realistic timescales. However, straightforward thermal averaging will recover the annealed limit, whether performed explicitly in analytic theories or implicitly in simulations.
In the case of a quenched medium, we assume Pp [ % ] is the equilibrium distribution for thepure medium (2.4) which, for our purposes, can serve as a definition of U[ %' 1. For a system with finite range interactions between the polymer and the obstacles, the sum over CeP in Eq. (2.3) for PA [ '% ] is roughly proportional to the size of the system. But the factor exp( -flU[ 55' ] ) in Eq. (2.3) depends exponentially on the size of the system. Therefore, in the limit of a macroscopic sample, the contribution to PA [ %Z ] due to the polymer energy becomes negligible, and the two distributions PA [ $5' ] and Pp [ Ce ] become statistically indistinguishable. Or in other words, a single polymer cannot have any noticeable effect on the distribution of a finite number of obstacles.
For this reason, the ROLL algorithm of Honeycutt and Thirumalai' uniformly samples the polymer/medium joint configuration space according to the pure medium distribution Pp [ 55' 1. The algorithm, which generates the surrounding quenched disorder only as needed, is equivalent to taking an annealed average. The equivalence with an annealed average is made clear when we realize that the ROLL algorithm effectively throws down both polymer and disorder uniformly and independently for each realization, and only counts those which have no overlaps. Because the algorithm completely regenerates the medium with each polymer configuration, each realization could have come equally well from either a dynamically responding (annealed) environment, or from some part of an infinite volume of quenched disorder, under the assumption of self-averaging. 1oV'7 Similarly, the use of an influence functional in the random walk studies4 implies an annealed average or equivalent quenched self-averaging. An alternative though equivalent physical argument considers the quenched material sufficiently huge that it can be partitioned into subsystems, each one of which is large compared to any relevant length scale (those of the polymer and/or the correlations among the obstacles). With sufficient sampling, therefore, a single polymer dissolved in this large material will be able to visit a representative ensemble of environments. As such, its average behavior is equivalent to that of an annealed average. This analysis is correct to the extent that the polymer can actually move throughout a representative ensemble, i.e., the analysis is correct to the extent that the polymer is in equilibrium with the medium. However, for long polymers, diffusion is slow and equilibrium may occur only after unphysically long times. Indeed, Obukhov' 2 has shown that the relaxation time for a long polymer of N segments in a quenched disordered medium grows as exp (A N ") , where A An issue we do not address in this paper is the size of N for which equilibrium is physically unrealistic. It may be that the N for which scaling is observed (N> 1000; see below) makes this scaling experimentally inaccessible. This issue is worthy of future study, but herein we confine our attention to the polymer in equilibrium with the quenched system. In that case, because the averages to be performed can be viewed as annealed averages, as is the case in the ROLL algorithm, we can improve the sampling statistics by constructing an algorithm for a polymer with equivalent annealed disorder. Specifically, we can use the convenient cavity distribution or influence functional methodsI to obviate the need to explicitly sample the disorder at all.
The resulting improvement in statistics is especially significant as we consider increasingly larger polymers. Larger polymers are particularly problematic for quenched algorithms because of high attrition rates in static sampling methods, and extremely long equilibration times for dynamical sampling methods. Because of the improved sampling of an annealed algorithm, our results not only reproduce with improved accuracy those of the static sampling and also the "quenched" algorithms, but also extend to polymers more than two orders of magnitude longer.
Ill. MODEL AND METHODS
A freely jointed polymer of fixed step length 1 between each of N Flory "effective sites" is in equilibrium with the surrounding two-dimensional site-percolation disordered media. Space is partitioned into cells of size a x a, where the cell size a can be made the arbitrary unit of length. The media is composed of blocks or obstacles on the cells, with the probability p of occupation being homogeneous and independent for each cell. The parameterp is therefore a dimensionless density of obstacles or, more precisely, the fraction of cells occupied by obstacles. An infinite excluded volume interaction exists between the polymer joints and the blocks.
Several choices for the model parameters have been studied, but to make contact with the results of the ROLL algorithm, we include those parameters used by Honeycutt and Thirumalai. In addition, the simulation was carried out on an equivalent "site-dilution "'4 lattice model, where the polymer is represented as a walk on a lattice with sites having a probability ofbeing occupied by an excluding obstacle. The correspondence between the lattice and what we will call the "continuum" model will be considered in Sec. V.
Our simulation proceeds as follows. The distribution of the N monomer freely jointed polymer in the absence of disorder is given by
where ri denotes the position of monomer i, and 1 (i<N. The distribution for the disorder is given by
where c is the cell label, and the occupation variables n, are individually governed by the normalization distribution p(n,) = (1 -p)A(n,) +pA(l -%I, where n, = 0, if cell c is empty, = 1, if cell c is occupied by a block, (3.3) and A(x) is the Kronecker delta function (it is unity when x = 0, and zero otherwise). Following Machta and Guyer,' the infinite excluded volume interaction between polymer and disorder can be written as Ilc,ix(n, ,ri ), where the indicator function x( n,,ri ) satisfies X(n,Ji 1 = 0, if ri is inside a cell c containing a block (i.e., n, = 1 ), = 1, otherwise.
(3.4) The full distribution is then given by the product
(3.5) Summing Rq. (3.5) over the configurations of the disorder, we arrive at the effective distribution for the polymer
is the number of cells occupied (either singly or multiply) by units of the polymer. Thus, the influence functional is
(3.7) This simple form results from the fact that each cell is independent and contributes -log( 1 -p) in entropy (in units of k, ) when unoccupied as compared to when occupied by at least one monomer unit.
We use two types of Monte Carlo moves to sample the polymer configuration space Pee [ {ri)]. The first is the standard pivot algorithm" used for self-avoiding walks, in which a randomly chosen angle along the polymer is pivoted by a random amount. For large polymers, we pick the pivot point nonuniformly, with a distribution a 1 i -N /2 I, in order to favor small pivots and thereby maintain an acceptance ratio of at least around 10%. As is the case for self-avoiding walks, the acceptance ratio is lower than for some other algorithms, but global moves are efficient, and much of the expected globular structure for the equilibrium structure is preserved by the moves. We also employ a swapping move, where two adjacent stretches of polymer trade places. Typically, one stretch of polymer is about one fifth the total length, and the length of the other stretch is chosen so that on average it occupies a few grid cells. In this way, we effectively pick up a loop of polymer representing about 20% of the bead density and shift it about a cell length or two in a random direction. We include this motion to sample efficiently the internal density fluctuations within the boundaries of a glob. However, since the end-to-end distance is unchanged by the swap move, a combination of both pivots and swaps is used in the simulation. The ratio of passes using pivot to those using swap moves varies from 4: 1 to 1: 1.
At the end of each move, the total number of cells occupied by the polymer is counted, and the free energy is used for the acceptance criterion according to the Metropolis algorithm. A binary grid marking cell occupation and a list of occupied cells are maintained to facilitate counting of the influence functional.
As an aside, it is also possible for the occupation grid to be a matrix of integers, if it is desired to monitor the number of monomer units in a cell, either for evaluating statistics, or for exploring other forms for an influence functional. Obvious possibilities include an influence functional linear or quadratic" in the number of monomers in a cell, rather than a constant. A representative case of the quadratic influence functional is the pair-decomposable on-site attraction between monomer units. Such an interaction can arise from integrating out cells fluctuating independently and with Gaussian statistics. In this case, however, the disorder is "unsaturated" in the sense of Cates and Ball,' and so the polymer collapses to a single cell in the limit of infinite molecular weight.
For a given density of scatterers, and for a given polymer step length, polymers are sampled sequentially in order of increasing molecular weight. Equilibration can then be accelerated for a given length polymer by initializing with a previously equilibrated polymer of somewhat shorter length, and appending the required polymer units within the same volume that the original shorter polymer displaced. Between 500 000 to 4 000 000 passes are used for each value of N, depending on the ergodicity of the sampling, as monitored by plateaus in the running average of polymer volume, N,, a', and mean-square end-to-end distance R ' = (Ir, -rN12).
(3.8) Convergence is also reconfirmed by independent runs for a few values of N.
IV. RESULTS
In Fig. 1 , we present our results for the mean-square end-to-end distance R ' and volume V = Nocca2, from which it can be seen that the calculations come very close to the asymptotic, large-N scaling regime. We present our results plotted with the scaling variables (R '/a') vs (N -1 )I '/a2 and V/l2 vs (N -l)a2/1' to superimpose the universal scaling regions in each case at both small and large N. Scaling behavior as a function of polymer length is apparent at smaller molecular weight for V than for R '. Results for the parameters chosen by Honeycutt and Thirumalai, p = 0.4 and I= 0.6a, are shown in Fig. 2 . The scaling regime can be seen to occur for N) 1000. The linear plot inset superimposes our results with the results of the ROLL algorithm. The roll data of Honeycutt and Thirumalai extend to N = 150 before becoming overwhelmed by noise, and are clearly in an intermediate regime prior to the scaling limit. Note that the noise in our calculation increases only slowly with N, as compared with the exponential increase found in the ROLL algorithm. Moreover, with the annealed algorithm it is possible to selectively spend computing power on a representative value of N for a range of large N over which R ' is relatively constant. This is normally not possible with static sampling algorithms such as ROLL, since polymers are grown unit by unit until they collide with an obstacle. Although enrichment techniques such as the "scanning method"4 used by Meirovitch do offer improvement over simple sampling, attrition rates or, equivalently, statistical dispersion remain very high for long polymers.
The lattice simulations involve a polymer on a square lattice, with the analogous weighting functional where N, represents instead the number of lattice points displaced. However, because the savings in computation time is less than a factor of 2, results are shown only for one set of parameters. Moreover, there can effectively only be a single step length for such polymers, since they are confined to integral sublattices. We show results in Fig. 3 for p = 0.4, which is close enough to be compared with the random walk studies done at the percolation threshold density p = 0.407 23. These studies4 were carried out up to N = 400, and coincide with our results in that range. While 400 monomers is long enough to observe a Flory-Lifshitz exponent in the volume, their apparently low exponent for R 2, Y = 0.16, results because of the higher molecular weights required to observe scaling behavior in R '.
The flattening out of the R ' curve becomes more pronounced as the step length 1 is made larger. This region of nonuniversal behavior can eventually turn around to the point where the value of R ' actually decreases with increasing molecular weight. For example, see the 1>2a curves in Fig. 1 further. In contrast, the volume exhibits only monotonic behavior as N increases. For low molecular weights, as long as the step length is not too small, the volume is proportional to Nand then within a short region of lengths corresponding to the nonuniversal region ofR 2, it switches to growth with the large-Nscaling exponent. The volume data appear to be well collapsed onto a single curve through the crossover region.
Since turnaround behavior can sometimes be indicative of a hysteresis effect due to nonergodic sampling, we checked that this is not the case by independent runs at selected values of N, without bootstrap equilibration and using ten times the regular number of passes. No change in our results were observed.
It appears that the slope of the volume curve approaches the scaling limit from above, while that of R ', having undergone the plateau/turnaround regime of lower slope, approaches it from below. From this observation, we may expect that the extrapolated exponents from finite N for the V. DISCUSSION Our results for the scaling behavior indicate that the Flory-Lifshitz6,8~9~21~22 type description of the polymer as searching out the optimal spherical cavity is highly accurate at large lengths. According to the Flory-Lifshitz theory, the free energy of a polymer in such a cavity can be given as mean end-to-end distance if the polymer were free. The coefficient A, which can be calculated numerically, depends upon the geometry of the cavity, and upon the lattice type for lattice polymers. The second term accounts for the probability of observing a cavity of diameter L.
Whether the disorder is quenched or annealed, the probability of observing a cavity of diameter L remains of the same form, and hence the Flory theory is blind to the distinction between the two cases. For an annealed system, B can be thought of as being proportional to the internal pressure p, where though entropically there are a larger fraction of nonspherical cavities, perhaps having a fractal or animal-like boundary, the entropy cost of squeezing the polymer within such a cavity makes it overall unfavorable for a polymer to be trapped in tubelike cavities. This can be contrasted with the importance of such tubelike cavities in the case of self-avoiding walks. '~'2,24 p= -a -dlog(l -p), (5.2) in which case the influence functional, Eq. (3.7), can be recognized as
3) In addition, we expect that the lattice polymer has the same value for the coefficient A as the continuum freely jointed polymer. This is because a free polymer has the same limiting value of R * on a square lattice as it would in the continuum, given the same step length. At the same "pressure," then, we expect the lattice simulation to share the same coefficients for the scaling law as our continuum results, as is confirmed in Fig. 1 .
It is the fluctuations in the shape and monomer density profile, however, that are responsible for the intermediate nonuniversal regime found in the volume, and more dramatically, in R *. For polymers in this intermediate regime, the volume may show smaller fluctuations than for R *, since it is the volume and not the shape and density profile that enter in the free energy of the polymer. Snapshots of polymers in this intermediate region seem to confirm that fluctuations in the monomer profile are more pronounced than for either smaller or larger polymers. For this reason, scaling behavior occurs for the volume at molecular weights much smaller than that required for R *.
Minimizing the Flory-Lifshitz free energy, Eq. ( 5.1)) with respect to L yields the solution R *-[ -NZ2ad/ln( 1 -p)]2"d+2) (5.4a) and
The turnaround also seems to be amplified by the fact that it is the end-to-end distance R that is computed, rather than the radius of gyration R,. In the I/a = 1, 2, 3, and 8 cases, we find that the ends of the polymer are less likely to be in the same cell than are other pairs of monomers (that are not adjacent on the polymer backbone). This can be understood by the fact that it is easier for an end point than for an interior point to fluctuate out of the sphere of monomer density, being connected by only one branch, rather than by two. Finally, as pointed out by Cates and Ball,* since the disorder in this model is saturated (i.e., the polymer-medium interaction reaches a bound as the polymer becomes more and more compressed), the polymer size cannot stay constant as more monomer units are added. Therefore, a theory modeling the disordered media as Gaussian white noise, which may give the appropriate unsaturated scaling, 7*8 does not describe the correct scaling behavior of the polymer in site-percolation disorder.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Because the distributions for the cells surrounding the polymer are statistically uncorrelated, the cavity containing the polymer need not be precisely that defined by the contour of the polymer as found in our simulations. Nonetheless, as the size of the polymer sphere increases, the surface fluctuations of the cavity become in comparison smaller, and so we expect a sphere to be the most favorable equilibrium cavity shape for confinement of the polymer in the limit of large polymers. In two dimensions, a calculation of the fluctuations of the cavity volume governed by a quadratic expansion of the Flory-Lifshitz free-energy functional equation (5.1) agrees with the Donsker-Varadhan lattice result, and shows that the root-mean-square volume fluctuations relative to the volume decay as N -d'2(d+2). Therefore, alWe have presented a calculation for a polymer in disordered media which exploits an equivalence between quenched and annealed averages valid when the polymer may equilibrate to the quenched material. For a polymer in a site-percolation disorder with excluded polymer/media interactions, we find that the geometry and size scaling are well described by the Flory-Lifshitz type theory presented previously, but only for very long polymers.
In this light, scaling exponents from some previous calculations can be seen to be prematurely extrapolated from data in an intermediate plateau region prior to the scaling limit. Moreover, in our simulations we find that for certain values of the parameters, this intermediate region, between random coil at small polymers and dense globule in the scaling limit, can exhibit an inverted behavior, that is, the meansquare end-to-end distance R * can decrease with increasing molecular weight.
It seems to have been coincidental, then, that an exponent of Y = l/8 is consistent with the data found in the re-gion previously explored by the ROLL algorithm, since it is extrapolated from an intermediate regime with those particular parameters. It also seems a coincidence that the quoted fit of v = 0.17, extrapolated from just the non-noisy portion of the ROLL data, is consistent with an exponent of v = l/6 resulting from neglecting tube diameter fluctuations in the Honeycutt and Thirumalai "Flory-11" theory. These authors assume that the neglect of diameter fluctuations is consistent with fixing one end of the polymer. Yet they also note that the requirement of fixing one end is not satisfied by the ROLL algorithm. Consequently, the results from the ROLL algorithm cannot support Honeycutt and Thirumalai's Flory-II theory,' nor the underlying proposition that the cavities containing the freely jointed polymer are tubelike and flexed into a random walk. In contrast, we find that the shapes of the polymers only become increasingly spherical as the length of the chain grows.25
In addition, we find that although, for very large iV, the volume and R * are expected to obey the same scaling relation, R 2 exhibits scaling behavior only at very large molecular weights, much larger than that required for the volume. This is not unexpected since it is essentially the volume which appears explicitly in the free energy, and not R '. R * instead depends more sensitively on the shape and monomer density distribution. Although the dense spherical phase studied here expands to a "collapsed" phase when threebody or excluded-volume interactions are included,5P9 the trends for finite polymer lengths established herein may still be present if these additional interactions are comparatively weak. In particular, the prediction of nonmonotonic behavior for R * as a function of molecular weight may prove more experimentally accessible and interesting than the volume itself.
